
Winner Staffer Judge Notes Newspaper Entry Division Class

1st Staff Dynamic use of newspaper design was most evident in the March 20,2020 issue nearly 
entirely devoted to COVID as the lockdown loomed for Illinois. Well-organized content with 
creative surprises, info boxes, resources and a renamed Time Out section to Time In. The 
Daily Herald's excellent base design, using clean typography and page design, was an easy-to-
navigate template for timely and important content. Kudos to photographer Jeff Knox for 
his photo of socially distancing doves. Well done 

Daily Herald The Daily Herald Combined Design

2nd Jack McCarthy Of the Chronicle entries, this was the best in terms of design. Good mix of typefaces, clean 
layout. Coping with COVID tagline a good idea for pointing readers easily to all of the paper's 
COVID coverage. COVID resource page especially noteworthy.

Suburban 
Chronicle

Suburban Chronicle Combined  Design

3rd Jennifer Kranz Good mix of typefaces and basically clean layout, similar to other Chronicle publications. 
Like the How They Voted infographic showing how U.S. congressional representatives voted 
on bills of interest to local readers. 

Cook County 
Chronicle

Cook County Chronicle Combined  Design

1st Jennifer Kranz Using Census data, State of Disillusion infographic is an excellent depiction of where Illinois 
residents are moving out of state. Statistics are packaged next to a map showing at a glance 
the top destination states. Well done.

Cook County 
Chronicle

State of Disillusion Non-Daily 
Division

Info Graphic

2nd Jennifer Kranz Simple but effective use of map and pointer boxes to show other projects besides roads 
being funded by Illinois road tax money

Cook County 
Chronicle

Sharing the Wealth Non-Daily 
Division

Info Graphic

3rd Katharine Ade Fun photo collage showing Evanston Roundtable readers through the years, taken from 
hundreds of individual pictures of readers run in a popular photo feature in the paper 
through the years.

Evanston Round 
Table

RoundTable readers 
through the years 

Non-Daily 
Division

Info Graphic

1st Kevin Beese These entries underscore the importance of grabbing the reader's attention with clear, 
powerful headlines that tell the story all on their own, but also make the reader hungry to 
learn more. In particular, "Close, but no casino" offers  a little humor on a serious subject. 
Great effort.

Cook County 
Chronicle

Headline writing Non-Daily 
Division

 Headline Writing

2nd Jack McCarthy This set of headlines offers clever kickers underscored by well-thought-out subheads that 
complement them. "From ponies to packages" becomes clear with "Amazon turning former 
track site into delivery center" underneath it. Nice use of key words.

Suburban 
Chronicle

Headline writing Non-Daily 
Division

 Headline Writing

3rd Victoria Scott These headlines use good key words and clearly tell the reader what to expect. In particular, 
the alliteration in "All That Jazz: The ETHS Band Bonds in The Big Easy" is useful in grabbing 
reader attention.

Evanston Round 
Table

Headline writing Non-Daily 
Division

Headline Writing

1st Shea Lazansky This is a very touching tribute to a coach who was obviously well-loved and very special to 
the community. You got a lot of nice color, great quotes, and telling photos.

Oswego Ledger Ken Pickerill Memorial Non-Daily 
Division

General Feature

2nd Kevin Beese What an enterprising topic for a story! You told their individual stories and found something 
different about each one. Well done!

Cook County 
Chronicle

Madam president Non-Daily 
Division

General Feature

3rd Wendy Fox 
Weber, Annie 
Alleman

You certainly found a new and creative take to tell a story about the arts during a pandemic. 
Fun to read!

Naperville Sun Movies filmed in the 
suburbs

Non-Daily 
Division

General Feature
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1st Shea Lazansky The writer does a fine job of portraying a creative and inspiring public servant. Skillful use of 
quotes that explain the subject's philosophy and enthusiasm. 

Oswego Ledger Kristi Vest Personality 
Profile

Non-Daily 
Division

Personality Profile

2nd Kevin Beese Imaginative lead brings readers into a well-written profile of a complicated life.  I might have 
liked some details on what social media platforms he was using—"social media" seems a bit 
broad. 

Cook County 
Chronicle

Personality Profile Non-Daily 
Division

Personality Profile

3rd Karie Angell Luc Nice day-in-the-life snapshot that also skillfully weaves in the subject's background. Pioneer Press 
publications

‘We over me’: A day in 
the life of Glenbrook 
North football coach 
Matt Purdy

Non-Daily 
Division

 Personality Profile

1st Staff Excellent, thorough series that provides great detail in a clear, interesting fashion. The idea 
to run it as a series, with deep dives into each type of religious attire, gave plenty of room to 
tell interesting stories and histories. The design was excellent with pictures of local people 
identifying specific items. Really good job of particular interest to her audience!

Observer In the Habit Series on 
Religious Garb

Combined  RELIGION STORY / 
OWEN PHELPS 
AWARD

2nd Amanda Hudson Well-constructed package with several perspectives on what a reader would want to know 
about retreat options. I especially liked the range of interviews about personal experiences 
of retreats, plus the practical guide to going on retreat.

Observer  Religion Story Combined  RELIGION STORY / 
OWEN PHELPS 
AWARD

3rd Wendi Kromash Ambitious, well researched package of great importance to local readers. A bit too heavy on 
long quotes and numbers/dates. While the local perspective is clearly on one side (with 
dissenters possibly declining to comment) it would have been helped by a better perspective 
on the conservative argument and the wider context of church splits on this topic. Still, 
kudos for tackling such an important issue so thoughtfully.

Evanston Round 
Table

United Methodist 
Congregations Grapple ...

Combined  RELIGION STORY / 
OWEN PHELPS 
AWARD

1st  Meg Evans Smith Evanston Round 
Table 

ETHS Alumni Create Self-
Sanitizing Copper Cell-
Phone Case

Non-Daily 
Division 

TECHNOLOGY/MEDIC
AL STORY 

2nd Amanda Hudson Observer With An Eye to God 
Deacon's Work Helps See 
Heavens, Ministry Speaks 
to the Deaf

Non-Daily 
Division

TECHNOLOGY/MEDIC
AL STORY

3rd Karen Larkin 
Young

Evanston Round 
Table

NorthShore University 
HealthSystem says it is 
ready for the pandemic

Non-Daily 
Division

TECHNOLOGY/MEDIC
AL STORY

1st Karie Angell Luc A lot of effort and keen observation skills make for great story-telling about a beloved 
coach.

Pioneer Press 
publications

‘We over me’: A day in 
the life of Glenbrook 
North football coach 
Matt Purdy

Non-Daily 
Division

 SPORTS STORY
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2nd Aimee Barrows Kane County 
Chronicle

AIDAN CARLSON 
HONORED

Non-Daily 
Division

 SPORTS STORY

3rd Kevin Beese Cook County 
Chronicle

Valor Games hits mark 
for veterans

Non-Daily 
Division

 SPORTS STORY

1st Barry Rozner It might seem like Rozner finds a good tale and gets out of its way. On the contrary, he 
grooms the reader’s path expertly

Daily Herald Barry Rozner Columns Combined  SPORTS COLUMNIST

2nd Dick Peach Evanston Round 
Table

Hooked on Fishing, 3 
columns

Combined  SPORTS COLUMNIST

3rd Aimee Barrows Kane County 
Chronicle

YOUTH SPORTS INJURIES Combined  SPORTS COLUMNIST

1st Irv Leavitt Great storytelling; easy, enjoyable reads. Had to pull up the clarinet piece on YouTube. Nice 
work all 'round.

Cook County 
Chronicle

 Columnist Non-Daily 
Division

 COLUMNIST

2nd Aimee Barrows Conversational, honest, personal. Gratitude is another easy read. Pandemic, nicely done; 
although I would certainly hope she would drive *in to* the office instead of *into* it and 
face an insurance nightmare.

Kane County 
Chronicle

GUNS IN SCHOOLS Non-Daily 
Division

 COLUMNIST

3rd Les Jacobson Daily ecstasy: As richly written as I’m sure it was felt. Thanks for putting me right there with 
you & the pup. Upsides: Conversational, personal, hopeful; just what we need at a time like 
this. Tuesdays didn't include the jump, unfortunately.

Evanston Round 
Table

columns by Les Jacobson Non-Daily 
Division

 COLUMNIST

1st Staff A well-written editorial that shines light on a local issue and asks concrete, actionable 
questions of the people in power to address it. Great!

Evanston Round 
Table

Editorials by Larry Gavin Non-Daily 
Division

 EDITORIAL

2nd John Etheredge Two strong, well-written pieces focusing on issues of importance to the community - and 
the "Party leaders" piece shines the light on some all-too-rare bipartisan cooperation!

Oswego Ledger Editorials Non-Daily 
Division

 EDITORIAL

3rd Staff A strong piece that comes to the defense of residents who may be adversely impacted by 
local government decisions. Good work!

Evanston Round 
Table

Editorials by Mary Helt 
Gavin

Non-Daily 
Division

 EDITORIAL

1st Lynn Trautmann Utilizing a birds eye view to add a little extra to what could be considered a mundane 
assignment is what makes this photo rise to the top in this category. Nice job.

Evanston Round 
Table

Patrons Have to Wait ... Non-Daily 
Division

 SPOT NEWS PHOTO 

2nd Mary Helt Gavin Evanston Round 
Table

Speakers at Reparations 
Town Hall 

Non-Daily 
Division

 SPOT NEWS PHOTO 

3rd Mary Helt Gavin Evanston Round 
Table

Adam Schiff Non-Daily 
Division

 SPOT NEWS PHOTO 

1st Karie Angell Luc Excitement, fear, boredom. The making for a great day and a great photo. The reflection of 
the ride in the glasses tops it all off. I'm not sure if the photographer got on the ride or had a 
perfect spot with a long lens, but no matter how they got this shot it was worth it. Thanks 

Pioneer Press 
publications

Buffalo Grove Days ‘a fun  
to meet your neighbors'

Non-Daily 
Division

 FEATURE PHOTO 

2nd Shea Lazansky Sandwich Record St. Baldrick's Smiles Non-Daily 
Division

 FEATURE PHOTO 

3rd Sandy Bressner Suburban Life 
Media

Bell ringer Non-Daily 
Division

 FEATURE PHOTO 

1st Jeff Krage What a fun celebration shot! It shows emotion, is cropped well, all while being crisp and 
bright. A technically sound photo showing such jubilation easily earns this top spot. 

Suburban Life 
Media

Jump for joy Non-Daily 
Division

 SPORTS PHOTO 
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2nd Sandy Bressner Kane County 
Chronicle

Uplifting Non-Daily 
Division

 SPORTS PHOTO 

3rd Sandy Bressner Kane County 
Chronicle

High Drama Non-Daily 
Division

 SPORTS PHOTO 

1st Shea Lazansky Informative and artful Oswego Ledger Retiring the Flag Non-Daily 
Division

 ONLINE PHOTO 
GALLERY

2nd Shea Lazansky Sandwich Record American Idol winner 
McCreery makes waves 
at Sandwich Fair

Non-Daily 
Division

 ONLINE PHOTO 
GALLERY

3rd Sandy Bressner Kane County 
Chronicle

Birthday parade Non-Daily 
Division

 ONLINE PHOTO 
GALLERY

1st Staff The Daily Herald team gets it. The website is organized well and updated regularly. There 
are many entry points into content and lots of multimedia. This is a top-notch site.

Daily Herald dailyherald.com Combined  WEBSITE 

2nd Staff This is a great website with a lot of information that's easy to find. Cook County 
Chronicle

 Website Combined  WEBSITE 

3rd Staff Evanston Round 
Table

Website for Evanston 
RoundTable

Combined  WEBSITE 

1st Eric Peterson, 
Elena Ferrarin, 
Staff

This entry clearly shows that reporters were on the scene talking with witnesses and 
observing the mayhem for readers. The reporters capture the feeling at the mall just after 
the incident and convey the sense of panic and fear during it. These details make it stand 
out from the other entries.   

Daily Herald Panic In Woodfield Mall Combined  SPOT NEWS STORY

2nd Bob Seidenberg This story puts readers in line with others waiting for their first taste of legal marijuana in 
Evanston. The storytelling is easy to read and conversational. It also offers facts about the 
opening and how the crowd was managed. Multiple sourcing and clear writing make this 
entry exceptional.

Evanston Round 
Table

Hello, 2020 Combined  SPOT NEWS STORY

3rd Kevin Beese This story is noted for its sourcing, especially comments from the CEO and state Rep. Welch. 
The background information also reveals the reporter's understanding of the issue. Words 
like "begrudgingly" add some detail to the story also. The writing style is clear and direct. 

Cook County 
Chronicle

State board pulls plug on 
Westlake

Combined  SPOT NEWS STORY

1st Eric Schelkopf Important topic to cover and good details. Good updates on an ongoing story. Kane County 
Chronicle

Gunman said he would 
kill co-workers prior to 
shooting

Non-Daily IN-DEPTH NEWS 
STORY

2nd Larry Gavin Good coverage and research, important topic to cover and good visuals with supporting 
charts/graphs.

Evanston Round 
Table

NWEA's Expected Growth 
Targets

Non-Daily IN-DEPTH NEWS 
STORY

3rd Larry Gavin Timely topic and can tell you did a ton of good research for this. Would have liked to see 
some subheads a little earlier in the story to help break up sections (which worked well later 
in the story).

Evanston Round 
Table

Developing a Segregated 
Town, 1900-1960

Non-Daily IN-DEPTH NEWS 
STORY

1st Kevin Beese Cook County 
Chronicle

Gambling expansion 
series

Non-Daily  NEWS STORY SERIES 
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2nd staff Observer In the Habit Non-Daily  NEWS STORY SERIES 

3rd Kevin Beese Cook County 
Chronicle

Pork projects Non-Daily  NEWS STORY SERIES 

1st Zak Koeske Koeske demonstrates why the education beat is one of the best beats Daily Southtown Loopholes remain in new 
law that pulls licenses 
from educators charged 
with sex crimes

Combined  EDUCATION 
REPORTING

2nd Kevin Beese Cook County 
Chronicle

Education reporting Combined  EDUCATION 
REPORTING

3rd Madhu 
Krishnamurthy

Daily Herald Madhu Krishnamurthy's 
Education Coverage

Combined  EDUCATION 
REPORTING

1st Larry Gavin This story very pointedly reminds two public officials of their promises to be transparent 
while presenting concrete examples of their apparent hypocrisy. A good example of 
accountability journalism at the hyper-local level. 

Evanston Round 
Table

editorial and analysis Non-Daily  WATCHDOG 
REPORTING

2nd Larry Gavin A vivid and sobering look at how one school district's academic achievement is lagging far 
behind goals, especially for minority students. The story is rich with data that makes it 
difficult for the district to sugarcoat the situation.

Evanston Round 
Table

NWEA's Expected Growth 
Targets

Non-Daily  WATCHDOG 
REPORTING

3rd Katie Finlon Not as much a watchdog piece as a follow-up to a developing zoning story. Nevertheless, 
the story is clear and sets the record straight on an embattled campground and the 
regulations it did not break.

Kendall County 
Record

Report: Hide-A-Way 
Lakes campground in 
compliance with permit

Non-Daily  WATCHDOG 
REPORTING

1st Victoria Scott Your story personalized the students' situations and achievements without downplaying the 
challenges. "No one walks alone" really said it all.

Evanston Round 
Table

Evasnston Scholars Helps 
Underserved Kids Blaze a 
Trail to College 
Graduation

Non-Daily Social Issues

2nd Kevin Beese People always want to know what makes Willie Wilson tick. This tells his unique story from 
his point of view and what he's doing to help the community.

Cook County 
Chronicle

Businessman champions 
reparations effort

Non-Daily Social Issues

3rd Mary Helt Gavin This is a well-told story about a topic that's sensitive in the Black community. You captured 
how these two women are making strides.

Evanston Round 
Table

Breaking the Ice Non-Daily Social Issues

1st Irv Leavitt Excellent political perspective with a  balance of humor and seriousness. Love the local angle 
with old White Sox players and Tommy John. The Steve Carlton line made me laugh out 

Cook County 
Chronicle

Joe Biden and the Over-
the-Hill Gang

Combined  USE OF HUMOR

2nd Irv Leavitt Several laugh out loud moments. Good self-deprecation. Almost a Vonnegut-like tone in 
places. Excellent payoff.

Cook County 
Chronicle

The ugly tie syndrome Combined  USE OF HUMOR

3rd Jim Baumann Deft touch in explaining word choice with light humor and serious knowledge. Always a 
pleasure to read.

Daily Herald Grammar Moses Combined  USE OF HUMOR
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1st Larry Gavin The painstaking detail of this piece helps readers decide whether the closed-door actions of 
two school board members pass muster.  The story was deftly bolstered by Freedom of 
Information Act requests and a reminder of pledges the board members had made before 
taking office. A good example of  accountability journalism at the hyper-local level.

Evanston Round 
Table

Editorial and Analysis of 
closed meetings of school 
board members and 
administratos.

Non-Daily PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
REPORTING

2nd Katie Finlon, 
Derek Barichello

Easily the most readable entry submitted in this category. Chock full of immediate facts and 
relevant background material. Also foreshadowed the potential ramifications of the public 
officials' arrests. A complete, well-crafted story.

Kendall County 
Record

Sandwich mayor resigns 
in wake of prostitution 
sting

Non-Daily PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
REPORTING

3rd Kevin Beese Extremely fair and well-balanced story despite the upshot. The in-depth background on the 
ousted police chief gives the reader a full picture of his tenure, and not just a snapshot of his 
most regrettable moment. Easy to read, too. 

Cook County 
Chronicle

Police Chief fired Non-Daily PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
REPORTING

1st Ted Slowik Timely topic—an infectious disease outbreak—with a local historical angle. Does what a 
good historical piece should do: Makes the past relevant to today. 

Daily Southtown Historian recounts small 
pox outbreak

Combined  HISTORICAL FEATURE

2nd Burt Constable Good local tie-in to historical event (50th anniversary of the moon landing.) Daily Herald Moon Landing Combined  HISTORICAL FEATURE

3rd Jack McCarthy Well-reported story on a 100-year-old little-known event that had direct and indirect long-
term ramifications. The organization was a little jumbled, and I might have liked to see the 
Illinois tie-in much higher in the story. But a well-researched look at the event the story is 
based on. A couple of technical issues: Jump lines are very confusing—every one except the 
one on the first page is incorrect. And a paragraph on p. 6 seems to have missing copy. 

Suburban 
Chronicle

The Real Mother Road Combined  HISTORICAL FEATURE

1st Katie Finlon Good job on sourcing and related background for the story. "It would just suck for 
everybody" pretty much nails it!

Kendall County 
Record

Motorists brace for state 
gas tax hike

Non-Daily  LOCALIZED NEWS 
STORY

2nd Kevin Beese Lots of good info for readers here. Really like the "blunt answers" accompanying graphic -- 
presents need-to-know facts in an easy-to-read fashion.

Cook County 
Chronicle

Illinois opens the door to 
recreational marijuana 
use

Non-Daily  LOCALIZED NEWS 
STORY

3rd Kevin Beese Nice package and variety of stories on impeachment. Can tell you did a lot of legwork to 
reach people, cover several bases and take photos (kudos!).

Cook County 
Chronicle

Local reps explain their 
impeachment votes

Non-Daily  LOCALIZED NEWS 
STORY

1st Staff A smart choice to devote several pages in each of these issues to dedicated coronavirus 
coverage, which offer a mix of common-sense tips, local news coverage and opinion pieces 
covering the ways the pandemic has upended all of our lives. Great job!

Suburban 
Chronicle

COVID-19 coverage Non-Daily MOST IMPACTFUL 
COVERAGE OF THE 
COVID-19 PANDEMIC 

2nd Aimee Barrows A strong news story with a happy ending - the piece acts as strong coverage of the 
pandemic's local impact, a reminder of who's at risk of getting seriously sick and an account 
of a harrowing illness from someone who survived it all at once. Great coverage!

Kane County 
Chronicle

YOUNG COVID SURVIVOR Non-Daily MOST IMPACTFUL 
COVERAGE OF THE 
COVID-19 PANDEMIC 

3rd Katie Finlon A fun story about how people are trying to keep spirits up during a difficult time. Good job! Kendall County 
Record

Yorkville restaurant 
brings side of musical 
entertainment to their 
deliveries

Non-Daily MOST IMPACTFUL 
COVERAGE OF THE 
COVID-19 PANDEMIC 
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1st Margarita 
Mendoza

Spanish is native with a very natural feel. The writer also went out of the way to interview 
several people for the piece which makes it very nice.
 A readable piece that has identified its readers and gave them a feeling of having attended.

Observer  
Viernes Santo en Aurora 
experiencia

Non-Daily SPANISH COVERAGE 
OF LATINO 
COMMUNITY 

2nd Staff Profile of nursing graduate who overcame multiple setbacks but finally achieved her goals. 
Interview style worked, although the headline could have highlighted her trials and 
tribulations instead of the generic feel. I felt drawn to her story and I enjoyed learning the 
motivations that kept her going despite her unsteady economic resources. A good 
motivational piece for other would-be nurses.
Spanish is both native/non-native. The subject clearly grew up as an English speaker and just 
translated directly from her English, whereas the interviewer writes with perfect native 
usage.
Art is missing the cutline acknowledging the subjects on the photo, who I assume are her 
parents.
She has great suggestions, resources and attitudes that could have been pulled as quote 
boxes. As a design element these boxes could have worked to break up the gray.
Overall, I enjoyed reading this profile and learning more about what motivates a young 

Reflejos Una profesión 
satisfactoria que durará 
toda la vida

Non-Daily SPANISH COVERAGE 
OF LATINO 
COMMUNITY 

3rd Sharon Boehlefeld Feature profile of lawyer who lives her faith and helps refugees. This story had so much 
potential and I really wanted to learn more about the  subject. She is a very attractive 
subject with lots of great qualities to emulate but I got stuck making up for the missing 
components, like transitions and a wider lens onto her drive to help. 

Observer Abogada católica de 
Rockford ayuda en la 
frontera sur a quienes 
buscan asilo

Non-Daily SPANISH COVERAGE 
OF LATINO 
COMMUNITY 

1st Melynda Findlay Melynda Findlay's clever headlines offer wordplay that elicit a smile and a desire to read the 
story. Particularly, "They don't even have ketchup" showed the writer's inventiveness and 
ability to decipher the fun in the story.

Daily Herald Melynda Findlay 
Headlines

Daily  Headline Writing

2nd Don Friske Don Friske's smart headlines highlight the emotion in these sports pages. Kudos for "There is 
crying in baseball," which draws readers into the powerful storytelling. 

Daily Herald Don Friske Headlines Daily  Headline Writing

3rd Sean Stangland Sean Stangland's group of effective headlines capture the main point of the stories. "Power 
forward" is an interesting play on words that becomes the visual interest of the package. 

Daily Herald Sean Stangland Headlines Daily  Headline Writing

1st Burt Constable These stories are so heart-wrenching. You told it honestly, without too much bitterness 
from the family but still showing a lot of love. Inclusion of photos was perfect.

Daily Herald The Loss Left By The 
'Invisible Beast'

Daily  General Feature

2nd Barbara Vitello You really got the inside scoop! This was a fun read, especially for musical theater fans. It 
was great to hear from so many points of view: actors, stage manager, crew, composer.

Daily Herald The Making of A Musical Daily  General Feature

3rd Madhu 
Krishnamurthy

This was a new perspective on how being forced to stay home is nothing compared with 
what this girls went through. Photos were great, too.

Daily Herald Get Into A New Groove Daily  General Feature

1st Robert Feder, Jim 
O'Donnell

This obit package of this larger-than-life local personality combines an overview of a colorful 
career—warts and all—with an "in his own words" collection of direct quotes that illustrate 
Coppock's no-holds-barred reputation.  

Daily Herald Remembering Chet 
Coppock

Daily  Personality Profile
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2nd Burt Constable An arresting lead segues into a heartbreaking profile told in an honest and straightforward 
way. I wasn't completely clear which passages were from her book and which were 
interview questions that she had emailed, but you've put it together skillfully enough that 
we get an up-close look at what this young woman and her husband are going through. 

Daily Herald Not Laughing At Funny 
Things Doesn't Make Me 
Better

Daily  Personality Profile

3rd Elena Ferrarin This is a well-written and well-reported story. But I don't think it's a personality profile. The 
focus is really more on the issue—social equity legalization—and less on the personalities. 
You do mention a little of their background, but not really enough to make it a profile. 

Daily Herald An Equal Share of the Pot Daily  Personality Profile

1st Marie Wilson, 
Elena Ferrarin

Daily Herald Preparing for Legal 
Marijuana in the 
Workforce

Daily BUSINESS/FINANCIAL/
CONSUMER STORY

2nd Photojournalism 
Staff

Daily Herald Their Life's Work Daily BUSINESS/FINANCIAL/
CONSUMER STORY

3rd Eric Peterson, Bob 
Susnjara

Daily Herald Cloudy Future for 
Arlington Park

Daily BUSINESS/FINANCIAL/
CONSUMER STORY

1st Marie Wilson Great blend of personal stories, experts and facts. Daily Herald Faces of Dyslexia Daily TECHNOLOGY/MEDIC
AL STORY

2nd Lauren Rohr, 
Katlyn Smith, Bob 
Susnjara

Daily Herald Behind the Scenes of 
COVID-19 Treatment

Daily TECHNOLOGY/MEDIC
AL STORY

3rd Staff Daily Herald 9 Reasons Doctors Say 
You Should Stay Calm 

Daily TECHNOLOGY/MEDIC
AL STORY

1st John Dietz The details make the difference. Daily Herald He's A Leader For A 
Reason

Daily  SPORTS STORY

2nd Scot Gregor The heart comes through in this story and reminds the readers the obstacles others must 
overcome.

Daily Herald Nova Helping Rotation 
Mate Speak English

Daily  SPORTS STORY

3rd Patricia Babcock 
McGraw

This story is a great find. However, this story of story has innate challenges. As the reader, I 
had to re-read a few times to keep the people straight.

Daily Herald They're Digging It Daily  SPORTS STORY

1st Burt Constable --long path asylum: wow, what a captivating column. Well done.
--witch hunt: good way to bring a national story to a local level. Good flow, niiiiiice final graf.
--bye cubs: love this piece. Smooth flow, can’t-argue-with-you-there arguments for saying 
toodles to season tix.

Daily Herald Burt Constable's 
Suburban Stories

Daily  COLUMNIST

2nd Paul Eisenberg --birds: nice uses of familiar phrases (looking up literally; no mere walk in the park). “the 
plumbing problem” guy got a laugh. This has a really good storytelling flow to it. A+
--covid: powerful. I was afraid for him as I read his story.
--gardening: hopeful, promising. Well-constructed & -told.

Daily Southtown Paul Eisenberg columns Daily  COLUMNIST
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3rd Jim Slusher --newsroom: ah … memories. I could hear and see and slightly smell this column. It’s 
visceral. A+ work.
--WW2 midway: nice tribute to Wouk & the guys who fought & died.
--covid deaths: deeply personal, easy read. I could feel & see the sadness.

Daily Herald Jim Slusher's Letter to 
Readers

Daily  COLUMNIST

1st Jim Slushesr A strong piece of writing that expertly looks at perhaps the most existential issue facing the 
globe today through a hyperlocal lens, offering readers concrete examples of how the crisis 
will directly impact their lives. Excellent!

Daily Herald Not Just Remote 
Consequences

Daily  EDITORIAL

2nd Pete Nenni A perfect example of the editorial board using its space to hold government officials 
accountable and advocate for the best interests of the community. Great work!

Daily Herald An Obligation of 
Transparency

Daily  EDITORIAL

3rd John Lampinen Media and news literacy has proven itself to be a major issue in the last few years, and this 
editorial is an example of a news team deeply rooted in their community trying to tackle the 
issue head-on. 

Daily Herald Pulling Back The Curtain Daily  EDITORIAL

1st Rick West There's something to be said for sweet, simple, and to the point. This photo says everything 
I need to know in one glance. Photojournalism at its best.

Daily Herald Salute Daily  SPOT NEWS PHOTO 

2nd Mark Welsh Daily Herald Safe and Sound Daily  SPOT NEWS PHOTO 

3rd Joe Lewnard Daily Herald Guarding Mall Entrance Daily  SPOT NEWS PHOTO 

1st Rick West At first glance you think this is just a sweet photo, but when you keep looking you notice the 
little things that makes this photo great. Not only the love in their eyes in the foreground, 
but the their wedding photo in the background of days gone past. The usage of every inch of 
this photo to commemorate this is occasion is told in one shot. Impressive.

Daily Herald 75th Anniversary Daily  FEATURE PHOTO 

2nd Brian O'Mahoney Brian O’Mahoney Flag Planter Daily  FEATURE PHOTO 

3rd Brian O'Mahoney Brian O’Mahoney Fountain Fun Daily  FEATURE PHOTO 

1st Mark Welsh The exuberation shown on the faces of this team captured by this photographer can melt 
the most frozen of hearts. From the team to the presenter this photographer used every 
inch of this frame to tell the story. Impressive.

Daily Herald Claiming The Trophy Daily  SPORTS PHOTO 

2nd Brian Hill Daily Herald Celebration Daily  SPORTS PHOTO 

3rd staff Brian O’Mahoney Anybody's Ball Daily  SPORTS PHOTO 

1st John Starks These artful selections show us how much can happen in a week Daily Herald A Week In Pictures Daily  ONLINE PHOTO 
GALLERY

2nd Photo Staff Daily Herald Fall Colors Daily  ONLINE PHOTO 
GALLERY

3rd Jeff Knox What a great idea to showcase historical photos Daily Herald Through The Film 
Magnifier

Daily  ONLINE PHOTO 
GALLERY

1st Rick West What a delightful story told beautifully by Mary and Carmen. Well done. Daily Herald Celebrating 75 Years Combined  VIDEO



Winner Staffer Judge Notes Newspaper Entry Division Class

2nd Karie Angell Luc Nice interview with Coach, and great B roll to complement his words. Great composition, 
too. 

Pioneer Press 
publications

‘We over me’: A day in 
the life of Glenbrook 
North football coach 
Matt Purdy

Combined  VIDEO

3rd Rick West An important story to tell. Nice use of subtitles and the pastor's words to honor this 
unclaimed veteran.

Daily Herald He Is Ours Combined  VIDEO

1st Burt Constable Wow -- what an important story! Thank you for telling it. Good subject with the teacher and 
hope you continue covering it. Would love to learn more about the kids and maybe some 
more background on the room rule change.

Daily Herald State Ban Helping Or 
Creating Risk?

Daily IN-DEPTH NEWS 
STORY

2nd Zak Koeske Great lede. Felt like the story needed more human elements of the people who were lost. 
Would have liked to see more details about the deaths, use of guns, etc., to get at the true 
"answers" in addition to police staffing/data collection issues.

Daily Southtown Analysis of large homicide 
increase in Harvey 

Daily IN-DEPTH NEWS 
STORY

3rd Emily Coleman Good reporting, tight story that flows well. Lake County 
News Sun

D60 board president 
fined for failing to close 
campaign fund

Daily IN-DEPTH NEWS 
STORY

1st Lauren Rohr, Jake 
Griffin

--part 1: concise, straightforward, arranged well. The grafik of child deaths is helpful & 
doesn’t repeat a whole section of the story. A+
--part 2: same thing. I liked especially that you did the birthday gathering as a separate story. 
Another A+

Daily Herald Remembering AJ Daily  NEWS STORY SERIES 

2nd Staff I like that a columnist kicks this off. A few minor copy editing slips (“apparently, for the time 
being” among them), but easy to read, conversational. Community-minded. Slowik's piece 
addresses the us v them/village leaders don't like poor people feeling. But jump not included 
for last piece.

Daily Southtown Orland Park battle over 
homeless shelter

Daily  NEWS STORY SERIES 

3rd Jake Griffin Easy read, not full of jargon. Understandable, everyday language. Nice work. Daily Herald The Graduated Income 
Tax Plan

Daily  NEWS STORY SERIES 

1st Zak Koeske Koeske's deep dive into a well-paid consultant revealed a record of fraud apparently not 
known by her superiors and prompted her ouster within hours -- proof that accountability 
journalism works. The piece required a skillful connecting of dots, made possible by a series 
of expert records requests. A highly sophisticated effort worthy of recognition and thanks 
from readers whose governments will be better off for it.

Daily Southtown Firms owned by Hazel 
Crest woman with 
criminal past collected 
$1.8 million consulting for 
suburbs 

Daily  WATCHDOG 
REPORTING

2nd Zak Koeske The reporter drew from all sorts of records to paint a thorough picture of a school district 
that had obviously failed to do its due diligence in the hiring of a principal with a worrisome 
history. But he wasn't content with delivering details of the principal's past -- he also tried to 
find out why the background checks went wrong. Proof of a resourceful reporter who 
knows where to look and how to do it. His story is sure to cause embarrassment and 

Daily Southtown Matteson middle school 
principal resigned after 
past sexual misconduct 
allegations surfaced

Daily  WATCHDOG 
REPORTING

3rd Jake Griffin Wonky and ready with numbers, this is a columnist who knows his stuff. His pieces are less 
about "gotcha" and more about data, which can be pretty eye-opening. It was a shock to 
see how much better some retired workers are doing than others.

Daily Herald Jake Griffin Tax Watchdog Daily  WATCHDOG 
REPORTING



Winner Staffer Judge Notes Newspaper Entry Division Class

1st Madhu 
Krishnamurthy

Four very different but four well-told stories about a range of issues. You explained 
everything well, especially the per-pupil spending rate for early education programs.

Daily Herald Coverage of Social Issues Daily  COVERAGE OF 
SOCIAL ISSUES

2nd Zak Koeske The story effectively captures the family's frustration of what so obviously sounds like a 
miscarriage of justice. Nice capturing of the family's feelings.

Daily Southtown One year after Jemel 
Roberson's shooting 
death, family still waiting 
on charges against officer 

Daily  COVERAGE OF 
SOCIAL ISSUES

3rd Elena Ferrarin You nicely captured the story of a guy trying to make the best of his situation. It's also hard 
to fault Elgin for enforcing its rules. Tough situation.

Daily Herald Homeless, Then Evicted Daily  COVERAGE OF 
SOCIAL ISSUES

1st Marie Wilson, 
Elena Ferrarin

A comprehensive nuts-and-bolts accounting of just about every impact that marijuana 
legalization would have on area towns. It's obvious that a lot of strategic planning went into 
the series, and the depth of each piece was impressive. The package could have benefitted 
from more graphics and text boxes to emphasize and consolidate the highlights. 

Daily Herald Pot or Not? Daily PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
REPORTING

2nd Zak Koeske This entry featured one of the most interesting local government stories I've seen in some 
time. Reporter turned an arguably unnoticed blip in service into a major statement on the 
competency of city hall. A great example of a beat reporter keeping his ear close to the 
ground, then digging. I'd love to  see this followed even further to learn who was 
responsible for the snafu and how the bills went unnoticed for so long.

Daily Southtown Police, fire phones unpaid 
& disconnected, and 
other Harvey government 
coverage

Daily PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
REPORTING

3rd Robert Sanchez Bread-and-butter coverage of the "not in my back yard" type of story. The reporter's 
commitment to the subject kept it in the public's consciousness and forced city leaders to 
confront concerns. I would have liked a more in-depth accounting of citizens' myriad 
reasons for concern, and the developer's specific answers for those. 

Daily Herald Haymarket Proposal Daily PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
REPORTING

1st Zak Koeske Strong local coverage mixes stories about how people were dealing with the early days of 
the pandemic and obituaries reminding readers of the human cost of the virus. Very strong - 
great work!

Daily Southtown COVID-19 impact on 
vulnerable populations in 
the Southland

Daily MOST IMPACTFUL 
COVERAGE OF THE 
COVID-19 PANDEMIC 

2nd Staff Smart mix of stories helps readers understand how the pandemic is impacting their lives at 
both the local and national levels, including sports and business coverage. "Time Out" 
section smartly pivots a weekly entertainment section toward options to make "shelter in 
place" more palatable. Great work!

Daily Herald Coverage of the 
Pandemic

Daily MOST IMPACTFUL 
COVERAGE OF THE 
COVID-19 PANDEMIC 

3rd Ted Slowik Three columns that compassionately and informatively shine the spotlight on various 
aspects of how the pandemic has impacted the community. Strong work!

Daily Southtown Ted Slowik COVID-19 
columns

Daily MOST IMPACTFUL 
COVERAGE OF THE 
COVID-19 PANDEMIC 


